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Prologue: It has been just over an hour since the Counselor and one of the station residents went missing.  The crew of the Arondight are trying to unravel the mystery as we join them.

<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

CSO Tarrez
 ::heads up the investigation in the Black Widow::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::heading through the station corridors towards the Cardassian ship::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: walking next to the CO with his rifle at his side :: CO: Who first captain the Cardassians :: said with disgust :: or the Breen

Ashlynn
 ::on her comm with one of her informants:: COM: Informant: So to recap - Adrienne is missing, so is the Starfleet officer, so is the cargo.  You hear anything, you let me know, we'll make it worth your while.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::at OPS console going over the requirements for the Breen that are on the ship::

Ashlynn
 <Informant> COM: Ashlynn: Oh, I can think of plenty of ways for you to make it worth my while ::grins::
 
CO K’Beth
 CTO: We'll be speaking to the Cardassians first, Lt...then the Ferengi
     
Cardassian Guard #1
  ::standing at the airlock enterance to the Cardassian vessel::

CMO Jakiel
 ::on her way to the hospital, wasting no time in moving across the promenade::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Yes ma'am  :: pulls rifle tight against himself ::

CSO Tarrez
 ::points to the other side of the bar::  *Duty TO*: Scan over there, see if you can find anything.

Ashlynn
 ::is not amused:: COM: Informant: I'm paying you to find the missing people and items, not to make cheap passes.  Now either you can go make your money, or I can find someone else who will. ::closes the comm in disgust and goes out of the office into the main area of the bar::

CSO Tarrez
 ::scans her side, starting with the table at which the commbadge "appeared" at::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::finishes up what he has and goes looking for the FCO::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::walks up to the Cardassian Guard:: Guard: I'm here to speak to Gul Wra.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: stands ready just behind and to the right of the CO, waiting for the Cardassians to be...themselves ::
     
Cardassian Guard #1
 CO: No unauthorized personnel allowed beyond this point.

CMO Jakiel
 ::the expansive front entrance doors to the station hospital draw back to allow her entrance.  Whiffs of pungent medical aromas immediately surround her.  Activity within is still frenetic::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::calmly:: guard: Then why don't you tell Gul Wra that Captain K'Beth is here to speak to him so that he can authorize it.
     
Cardassian Guard #2
 CO: The Gul is not taking calls at this time.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: tightens his grip on his rifle, but remains silent ::

FCO Chottu
 @::on the bridge, sighs looking over everything going out outside, far too much traffic then he feels comfortable tracking::
     
OPS Ko’Bil
 @::Sees the FCO at his post:: FCO: Lt. are you ready to take a runabout out to where one of the freighter came up missing?

CSO Tarrez
 ::sighs::  Duty TO: Nothing here how about over there?

CMO Jakiel
 ::exits the elevator three floors up to walk into the largest of the patient areas::

Ashlynn
 ::watches the CSO and her team as they scan the bar, itching to jump right in but she promised the CO she wouldn't be an interference::

FCO Chottu
 @::looks at the OPS, then at his console, taking a second::

FCO Chottu
 @::raises his arms:: OPS: Sure, why not.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::enters the bar, glances at Ashlynn and spots the CSO, then straightens his uniform after breaking up a small fist fight on the promenade::

Nurse Tog
 CMO: Good!  Come with me.  ::snags Rhianna elbow and literally pulls her in tow to the prep room.  Then shoves her hands under the water::
 
CO K’Beth
 Guard 2:: Really?  Well then why don't you send him a message for me.  Tell him that unless he speaks to me immediately...everyone from this ship will be detained as a suspect in the recent sabotage and his superiors contacted about how uncooperative he is being.  Of course...if he speaks to me then we can clear him from the suspect list.

CSO Tarrez
 ::nods to the TO::  TO: Ensign, over here.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: Then shall we go and do you have a fighter squadron ready to accompany us?
     
Cardassian Guard #1
 ::involuntarily takes a small step backwards under the wrath of the CO::

FCO Chottu
 @::tilts head:: OPS: You think we'll need an escort?
     
Cardassian Guard #2
 ::glances at his partner and back at the CO then back to his partner::

CMO Jakiel
 Tog:  I'll take it from here...  ::scrubs up...again...  Feels the cap and medical gown being put over, no doubt the Ferengi nurse.  Heads into the surgical area to see the sight of more 'peeled' Breen and gets a psychological jolt::
     
Cardassian Guard #1
  ::turns and taps a communication device, low voices can be heard::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::approaches the CSO:: CSO: Honestly, I think this station is teetering on the brink of complete anarchy. So, what do we have here?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: Captain wanted it as a back up just in case.

FCO Chottu
 @::shrugs:: OPS: Easily enough done, there's plenty out there, hate to pull them away though

Ashlynn
 ::Rafi comes up behind her:: <Rafi> ::in a low voice:: Ashlynn: How many more strangers are we going to let in here?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: I think that we only need a couple anyway.

CSO Tarrez
 ::gets the report from the Duty TO:: TO: Not much of anything.  ::reads the tricorder read out::  There is no traces of any kind as far as my tricorder can detect.  We are going to have to dig a lot digger to get to the bottom of this one.

Ashlynn
 ::gives him a look:: Rafi: As many as need be - they're here to help, and right now we need them to find Adrienne.  Besides, one of their own is missing too.
     
Cardassian Guard #1
  ::turns back to the CO:: CO: The Gul will see you.  He isn't aboard though.  He's at a small coffee shop on the upper level of the promenade.  Section 4.

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: Yeah, but it's been plain terror keeping track of everything out there.

Ashlynn
 <Rafi>::not convinced:: Ashlynn: If you let Little Tom and me find her "our way", she'd be back by now...
 
TO Kizlev
 CSO: I see, have we attempted bio-spectral scans yet?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: I can believe that things have been very hectic around here since we got here.
 
CO K’Beth
 Guard 1: Thank you...now that wasn't so difficult...was it? ::turns and heads towards section 4::

Ashlynn
 ::not used to having him question her judgment, and not liking it either:: Rafi:  Yeah, and if I let you two do it "your way" the station would be in ruin and our suspects would be dead long before they told us anything significant.  I have my reasons, so for right now you guys are going to have to trust them.

CSO Tarrez
 TO: Of course.  That was my first scan... followed next for a scan of trace transport energy.

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::turns to follow the CO leans back :: Guard 1: I won't tell her how hard using those two syllable words were for you  :: grins and walks after the CO::

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: Quite, I'll be glad to get outside. On that matter, shall we? ::points in the direction of the TL::
     
Cardassian Guard #2
 ::overheard as the CO/CTO leave:: CG1: So that was _her_?:

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::heads for the TL:: FCO: Right behind you.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::folds his arms and contemplates for a moment, then remember how he was kidnapped from Starbase 245 a year ago:: CSO: Have we looked for signs of recent subspace distortions? Perhaps a subspace transporter might've been used...

FCO Chottu
 @::steps into the TL and leans against the wall::

Nurse Tog
  CMO:  So, did you get all the helmet-heads patched up over on that fancy ship of yours?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::follows the FCO in the TL:: FCO: Which runabout are we taking?

CSO Tarrez
 TO: Sounds like something right up your alley.  I will leave you to pick up on the investigation while I head back to the ship to analysis the video recordings of this place.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::wonders exactly what the guard meant by that but continues walking.  As soon as they are out of range of the guards:: CTO: So Lt...just how much experience with Cardassians have you had?

FCO Chottu
 @TL: Flightdeck. ::turns to the OPS:: OPS: You have a preference?

CSO Tarrez
 <Duty TO> CSO/TO: Sirs I think I might have something here.... it's faint but something nonetheless.
 
TO Kizlev
 CSO: Very good. Take a guard with you, just to be safe. ::signals for another security staffer to come::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: Not really just curious.
     
@ ACTION: The TL the FCO and OPS are in suddenly stops.

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: How far back would you like to go?  My last mission where they tried to kill my entire crew or back to when they slaughtered my brother during the Dominion war?

CMO Jakiel
 ::is a bit aggravated with the Ferengi female making small talk while she's trying to repair a Breen's arm::  Tog:  Yes, all Breen are accounted for that were brought in.

CSO Tarrez
 ::goes over to the Duty TO::
 
TO Kizlev
 DutyTO: Please explain, crewman.

FCO Chottu
 @::frowns:: TL: Flightdeck.
     
@ ACTION:  There is no response from the TL

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: At this rate, we won't reach any of them.

Ashlynn
 ::she and Rafi look on, she shoot Rafi a look saying "I told you so"::

CSO Tarrez
 <Duty TO> CSO/TO: It is a strange radiation signature.  It is very decayed and very low.  The tricorder didn't even pick it up on the first scan cause it is in such small quantity.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::wonders why the TL stopped:: *ME*: Engineering it seems that the TL we are in has stopped.

CMO Jakiel
 ::notices that the Ferengi nurse does anticipate well, after she keeps handing Rhianna the correct instruments::  Tog:  Have you had much trouble with the Breen refusing treatment here?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: And I suppose that you don't have a tool kit with you either?
 
TO Kizlev
 Duty TO: Have you pinpointed the source?
     
Engineer B'roke
 @ *OPS*: We'll look right into it... just sit tight.

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: Just a tail, no tools, sorry.

CSO Tarrez
 ::downloads a copy of the tricorder reading into her PADD::  TO: I will go analysis this further on the ship. ::heads off in a hurry::

CO K’Beth
 CTO: No...that is enough.  You have my sympathy for your brother.  That damn war affected everyone. ::looks around and sees the area the Gul is supposed to be in:: Over there.  ::heads in that direction:: With that experience you know how the Cardassians like to goad people into reacting.  I trust that you are able to contain yourself?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @*ME*: It is not like we are going any place right now.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::nods to another nearby guard and signals him to escort the CSO to the ship::

CSO Tarrez
 <Duty TO> TO: Right here. ::points to the table in which the commbadge had appeared on::

Nurse Tog
  Self:  hmmm...  CMO:  Not too bad.  The Cardassians are the worst.  Act like they're too good most of the time.  But get a phaser hole burned in your shoulder, and they come runnin'.

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Of course captain, I have been known to cause more than one Cardassian to lose his composure :: smiles ::
     
Engineer B'roke
 @ ::distractedly::  *OPS*: Okay... great.

CSO Tarrez
 ::shakes her head as she sees the sec guys go with her::  Self: Men!

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: looks like we could be here a while.

FCO Chottu
 @::sighs:: OPS: Yes, I doubt they'll get anything done from the sounds of it.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::chuckles and then looks for the coffee shop the Gul is supposed to be in:: CTO: He must be around here...do you see him?

CSO Tarrez
 ::makes her way through the station to the airlock::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::takes out his tricorder and finds the same thing:: Duty TO: We'll have to wait for science to finish their analysis to determine where this radiation might've come from. In the meantime, have everyone calibrate their tricorders to search for anymore signs of this radiation in the bar.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: So how long have you been on the Arondight?

Gul Wra
 ::sitting at a small table with a woman who is clearly not Cardassian::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: looks for the Gul :: CO: Over there ma'am

CSO Tarrez
 <Duty TO> TO: Aye, sir ::nods and moves off to carry out his orders::

CMO Jakiel
 ::barely finishes mending the Breen under her care and hears a sharp whistle and then a shout as the Ferengi nurse gets two orderlies attention to whisk the newly healed Breen away::
 
CO K’Beth
 CTO: Thank you, Lt. ::straightens her jacket a bit and walks over to the table::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::holsters his tricorder and goes over to where Ashlynn is sitting::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: Follows the CO ::

CSO Tarrez
 ::nods to the Sec guard at the air lock::  Sec escort:  I think I can find my way to the bridge from here boys.

Ashlynn
 ::is watching the investigation with interest::

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: Since it came into service, I was one of the Titan crew, we all ended up here after it's destruction.
   
ACTION: As the CO and CTO approach, the woman gets up and leaves, leaving a seat for the CO.

Nurse Tog
 CMO: So, what do you do on off duty hours?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: So you have been here longer than the Captain then?

CSO Tarrez
 @::moves through the airlock and onto the ship::

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: And most of everyone else, yes.
 
CO K’Beth
 ::watching the woman in a careful manner before turning to the Gul:: Gul: Gul Wra...a word with you please.

CMO Jakiel
 ::doesn't mean to, but turns to stare at the Ferengi::  Tog:  I believe that is my personal business.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: And what do you think of the Captain?

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: stands behind the CO::
   
Gul Wra
 ::smiles:: CO: Ah good Captain.  Please, have a seat.

CSO Tarrez
 @::gets onto the turbolift and orders it to the bridge::  *CO*: Ma'am, just to give you an update.  So far the only thing that we have been able to uncover so far is a trace reading of a very strange radiation that was found in the Black Widow.

FCO Chottu
 @::eyes close, tilting head:: OPS: I've had no trouble with her.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::tries not to seem imposing or hostile in the least, keeps his look and posture relaxed:: Ashlynn: Hello, you seem rather fascinated with simple, routine work.

CMO Jakiel
 ::looks around the room wondering if she could be assigned a different nurse::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: Have you seen any strange thing about the way she commands the ship?
 
CO K’Beth
 ::hits her comm badge before sitting down:: *CSO*: As soon as you have any more information about the radiation, contact me.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: stands next to the table ::

Ashlynn
 TO: My daughter is the one who is missing... or one of them, apparently.  So it's not simple or routine to me. ::holds out her hand:: I'm Ashlynn, nice to meet you.
   
ACTION: A waiter approaches the CTO to ask if he would like anything.

Nurse Tog 
 CMO:  Fine.  I was just making small talk while to pass the time.

CSO Tarrez
 @*CO*: Aye, ma'am.

FCO Chottu
 @::pushes off from the wall and turns towards the OPS:: OPS: No.

Ashlynn
 <Rafi> ::as the TO comes closer he takes one step toward Ashlynn::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: watches as the waiter approaches :: Waiter: Negative I am on duty

CSO Tarrez
 @::moves onto the bridge and takes up her station, relieving the duty SO::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::sites down and looks at the Gul in a direct manner:: Gul: I'm sure I don't have to elaborate why I am here.

CMO Jakiel
 Tog:  I will be needing the....  ::stops mid-sentence as the instrument is shoved under her face::  Yes, thank you.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::takes the hand and gently shakes:: Ashlynn: I didn't know. My apologies for my rudeness. My name is Kizlev, ma'am. I was hoping I could discuss with you what may have happened here with your daughter.
   
Gul Wra
 CO: Of course not.  You want to know if I had anything to do with what's going on.  ::sips at his drink::  If I were, do you think we would be talking?

Ashlynn
 ::the name sounds familiar - remembers this was the one that Dom and the doctor were referring to when they treated Adrienne:: TO: Anything I can do to help.  What did you want to know?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: That is good to hear as I have heard during my training of a Klingon captain that commanded the ship with a whip and knife and would not think twice about using them on any of the crew.

CSO Tarrez
 @::sets science one up to start analyzing the radiation and sets up science two to review the video recordings of the Black Widow.::
 
CO K’Beth
 ::leans back in her chair:: Gul: You would be amazed at how many times I have had these casual conversations with guilty parties.  So just for formalities...did you have anything to do with the Breen ship?

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: remains silent, just keeps a grin on his face thinking about all the ways he could torture the spoonhead in front of him ::

FCO Chottu
 @::rolls eyes lightly and leans back against the wall:: OPS: Don't believe everything that you hear during training or before you know it, you'll be waiting for space dragons to pop up.
   
Gul Wra
 ::chuckles:: CO: Captain, if I wanted to blow up that ship... not that I haven't wanted to from time to time mind you... I would have done it in combat.  Not with some gutless, dishonorable sabotage.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::takes a seat next to her:: Ashlynn: Anything you can share about where you were and what you saw around the time the explosion on the Breen ship took place.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: It seem that I heard about a dragon destroying a ship.
   
 @ ACTION: The TL springs to life and starts moving.
 
CO K’Beth
 Gul: Then how about another matter...involving a missing officer and a missing girl and one of your party having been seen speaking to both.

FCO Chottu
 @::sighs:: Self: Finally. OPS: Yeah and he had a little elf on his back riding him.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: Looks like they fixed the problem.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: clears his throat trying not to laugh at the Cardassian speaking of all things honor ::

CSO Tarrez
 @::as the computer analyzes the radiation she starts watching the video recordings on a fast fowarding feature::
   
Gul Wra
 CO: And whom might that be?

CMO Jakiel
 ::checks the Breen over with the tricorder, then watches as they take him away for suiting up::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::Chuckle:: FCO: I did find that one hard to believe also.

Ashlynn
 TO: I was here, working.  Adrienne was sitting there ::points to the chair where the commbadge appeared:: doing schoolwork - she's home-schooled, so she does her lessons here every day.  I turned my back for no more than a minute to check on a customer and she disappeared, and the commbadge appeared in her place.
   
@ACTION: The TL stops and the doors open... onto solid bulkhead.
 
CO K’Beth
 Gul: The young member of your party...Revok.

CSO Tarrez
 @::pauses the video where Adri disappears and the commbage appears::

Ashlynn
 TO: She knows better than to leave without taking Little Tom with her, and they both know that they're supposed to tell me where she is going...

Nurse Tog
  CMO:  Well, looks like that's it.  Good work, if not conversation.  ::says bluntly::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: Well at least they fixed one problem. :: looks at the bulkhead.::

FCO Chottu
 @::smirks lightly:: OPS: Yes, ship eating dragons, right. ::steps forward as the door opens then hissing lightly at the bulkhead appearing on the other side::
   
Gul Wra
 ::sits up straight:: CO: Ah, he is not one of mine.

CMO Jakiel
 ::steps back from the operating table::  Tog:  Thank you.  You have been most...anticipatory.  I will need to return to the ship and check the remaining patients again.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @*ME*: Engineering It seems that we have another problem with this TL. It has opened on a bulkhead instead of where it should have.

CSO Tarrez
 @Computer: Rewind 15 seconds and then play it again, this time however slow the speed down by 10 times.
   
Engineer B'roke
 @ *OPS*: Oh, you are still in there... um... okay

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: wondering if he hit the Gul in the mouth with his rifle if it might jog his memory, but just stands there ::
 
CO K’Beth
 Gul: He was at the reception earlier with your delegation.  And has been seen with your party.
 
TO Kizlev
 Ashlynn: Did you see anyone abruptly leave right after you noticed their disappearance?

Nurse Tog
  CMO: Antici...what?  ::is hailed by one of the other doctors::  Hey, don't you want to finish your tour?

OPS Ko’Bil
 @*ME*: Where do you think that I would be it there is no exit.
   
Gul Wra
 CO: He is not a member of my crew.  He does, however have a powerful father.  So when he found he was here, he was brought along to the reception... how would you say it... to keep the bosses happy.

Ashlynn
 TO: No - it was pretty crowded, but I would have noticed if someone bolted.  ::looks at Rafi and Little Tom questioningly, and they shake their heads:: TO: They didn't see anything either.
 
CO K’Beth
 Gul: And where is he now?

CMO Jakiel
 ::shakes her head and attempts to look disappointed:: Tog: I am afraid this would be a bad time.  Please send me your rotation schedule and I will return at another time.  ::is already pulling off her gown and gloves::
   
Gul Wra
 CO: I wouldn't know.  He has rooms somewhere on the station.  No one other than crew is allowed on my ship.   A security measure I'm sure that your friend here ::looks up at the CTO then back to the CO::  would approve of.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: watches the area around the CO and Gul ::

CMO Jakiel
 ::heads out the left side of the hospital wing and towards the Black Widow::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: So what do you do on your time off.

Ashlynn
 TO: So have you found anything here yet that might help?

FCO Chottu
 @::hisses lightly once more:: *B'roke*: If you want, I'll have some of the flightdeck engineers do your work for you, I mean, help out. I'm sure the CEO will be understanding.

CTO Grey-Feather
 Gul: Most kind Gul, approve of perhaps...improve on definitely  :: smiles ::

FCO Chottu
 @::tilts head:: OPS: Time off? Uh.

FCO Chottu
 @::shrugs:: OPS: I run, that's mostly it.

CSO Tarrez
 @::frowns when all she sees is just a slower version of the disappearance::  Computer: Computer, analysis this recording and confirm that it hasn't been tampered with.

CMO Jakiel
 ::glances askance at a few passing Cardassians and makes her way inside the Black Widow, puzzled as to its emptiness during these hours.  Spots Kizlev easily and then sees Ashlynn with him::
 
TO Kizlev
 Ashlynn: Yes, we've found an unusual trace of radiation from where the commbadge was found. I have reason to believe it might've been some crude form of transporter that was used to beam them from the room.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: just run or do you have some one that you run with?
   
Engineer B'roke
 @  *FCO*: There's a flight problem?   I thought you were in a lift?
 
CO K’Beth
 ::leans forward a bit:: Gul: You mean to tell me in a time when we have unknown saboteurs and unrest on the station...you let a youngster like Revok alone on the station without keeping track of him?  ::shakes her head on mock disbelief:: I wonder what Gul DarNell will think of the lack of care and concern you hae for his boy.

Ashlynn
 ::nods:: TO: So they used something low-tech in hopes that we wouldn't detect it?
   
Gul Wra
 ::ignores the subordinate::

CMO Jakiel
 ::waits quietly, sensing that something serious is being discussed and wonders if she should return later::

CSO Tarrez
 @<Computer> CSO: There is no indication that has occurred with this recording.
   
Gul Wra
 CO: Well I see you know more about the situation than you let on Captain.  It seems you don't need any information from me then.  ::rises::  Good day.  ::moves off::

Ashlynn
 ::sees the CMO and smiles, grateful for a friendly face, and nods at her to come join them while she listens to the TO::

FCO Chottu
 @::rolls eyes:: *B'roke*: Look, I don't expect you to climb out here yourself but you can either have this TL fixed or the CEO and Macxa will get to argue over who gets to take your head.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::his eyes follow up to notice Rhianna's entry into the room, and then gives Ashlynn his attention again:: Ashlynn: It has been done before to mask a transporter signal. Ma'am, can you think of anyone who would want to harm your daughter or anyone close to her?

CMO Jakiel
 ::steps up to the two::  TO/Ashlynn:  I am sorry...am I disturbing something?
 
CO K’Beth
 ::nods to the CTO to stop him:: Gul: I think we have a few more things to discuss, Gul Wra.  Please, take your seat.

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: Eh, alone, there isn't many if any that can keep up.

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: Sounds like you have some pull in Engineering.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: reaches out and places his rifle in front of the Gul :: Gul : The captain is not finished...Sir.  Please have a seat

CSO Tarrez
@ Computer: Load and play the video recording of the reception area for the same time reference of this recording.

FCO Chottu
 @::shrugs:: OPS: Engineers are naturally proud or something, flightdeck crew and engineering always arguing over who gets to do what.
   
Gul Wra
 ::turns:: CO: Captain, I will not play cat and mouse with you.  I am a diplomatic representative on this station.  If you have any further questions you can take them up with my government.  ::it is obvious he won't be playing nicely any longer::

Ashlynn
 CMO: Quite the contrary - it's good to see you again.  ::looks back at the TO:: TO: I already told your captain about Revok, the Cardassian young man who has been paying a little too much attention, in my opinion, to Adri over the past week or so - apparently his father had some previous encounters with your missing counselor as well

Ashlynn
 ::inwardly cringes as "previous encounters" is a really understated way of saying "he owned her and abused her mercilessly," but the CO already had all the details::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: does not move to let him pass till the CO says so ::

CMO Jakiel
 ::is concerned about hearing that her daughter has been harmed and wonders if it is in addition to her previous injury::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: That is good to know maybe I can use it to get some things done that need to be later.

Ashlynn
 TO: So right about now, Revok and his father would be my idea of prime suspects, both in Adrienne's disappearance and in the counselor’s.

CSO Tarrez
 @::watches as the new video starts playing::  Computer: Run it at 10 times slower than the normal speed.

FCO Chottu
 @::shrugs again:: OPS: Lets see if it helps first.
   
 @ ACTION: The TL doors close and it moves once again

Ashlynn
 ::is still very nervous and worried, but being involved keeps her mind off of that::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: So do you have any pets your self?

CMO Jakiel
 ::tenses at this second mention of an 'accosting' mention.  Memories immediately assail her::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::takes a deep breath and nods with a friendly wink to Rhianna:: Ashlynn: Yes, I know all too well how history can catch up with us when we least expect it. Was it a good relationship Revok had with your daughter, or were they enemies?
 
CO K’Beth
 Gul: I was under the impression that cat and mouse games were a favorite past time for Cardassians.  But if you would rather I be more direct...then by all means...let's get right down to it.  ::leans back in her chair again:: One of my officers is missing and everything points to you and young Revok. Now I suggest you convince me that you have no knowledge of my missing officer...or I will have no choice but to declare you and your ship suspects and search every inch of it.

CMO Jakiel
 Ashlynn:  Your daughter is missing too?!  I am sorry.  I was about to inquire after her...

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: Pets, no. Lets see where we end up this time.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::straightens in his chair, slightly uncomfortable with Rhianna's presence at the crime scene::

Ashlynn
 TO: To be blunt, Mr. Kizlev, my daughter is half-Risan - that pretty much means Revok was interested in her.  She didn't dislike him, but she agreed to respect my wishes concerning her not seeing him anymore once I found out who his family was....

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Captain if that is the situation shall I increase the fighter patrols around the Cardassian vessel as well as the surveillance?

CMO Jakiel
 ::unconsciously shifts her stance to be slightly closer to Kizlev, feeling a disturbing uneasiness with the entire conversation::

Ashlynn
 CMO: Yes, she is ::is still finding it a little hard to say out loud::  Apparently it's related to your missing counselor.
   
Gul Wra
 CO: I have told you all that I wish to discuss with you, Captain.  I have told you already I have no knowledge of anything.   Now I suggest you have your pet here move, unless you plan to have him shoot me.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: smiles at the thought ::

OPS Ko’Bil
 @::checks the location of the TL:: FCO: I am afraid that we aren't near where we are suppose to be yet.

CSO Tarrez
 @::has the computer filter out the flare::

FCO Chottu
 @OPS: That would be too much to ask for.

CMO Jakiel
 ::nods::  TO/Ashlynn:  I see...then this should be confidential.  I will wait outside...  ::turns to regard Kizlev::  but I do have something to relay to you I noticed at the reception.  It may be nothing, but...

Ashlynn
 ::looks at the CMO, interested in whatever she has to say::
   
@ ACTION: The TL opens on the flightdeck

CSO Tarrez
 @Computer: Did the disappearances occur at the exact same time?
 
TO Kizlev
 Ashlynn: I understand. Thank you for your aid, ma'am. I swear to you that I will never give up until we find your daughter. ::stands and bows his head respectfully to her, then walks over near the entrance, but doesn't follow Rhianna out:: *CSO*: Commander, have you discovered anything new on your end yet?

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: stands waiting for the CO's next order, hoping it will be to hit this spoonhead ::

FCO Chottu
 @::frowns almost shocked:: OPS: Well, after you..

OPS Ko’Bil
 @FCO: Well I believe we are finely there:: runs out of the TL::
 
CO K’Beth
 Gul: Much as the Lt here would love for that to happen...I'm afraid I'll just have to let you go.  but in light of the fact that you are a delegate and have stated you have no knowledge of anything...we'll have to increase our patrols and surveillance...for your own safety of course.

CMO Jakiel
 ::waits outside the Black Widow entrance::

CSO Tarrez
 @<Computer> CSO: No.  There is a difference of 5.15 minutes between the two disappearances.
   
Gul Wra
 ::turns and walks away, three Cardassian guards with weapons drawn emerge from the shadows and follow their Gul::
 
CO K’Beth
 CTO: Lt...it isn't safe for the Gul here to be unescorted.  Have security escort him and anyone else form his ship whenever they are on the station...for their own safety of course.

CSO Tarrez
@ *TO*: I believe that I have.

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: steps back :: Gul: Have a nice day

CTO Grey-Feather
 CO: Yes ma'am

<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

